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Nth-order multifrequency coherence functions: A functional path integral 
approach. II a) 

Conrad M. Rose 
Naval Surface Weapons Center, Dahlgren, Virginia 22448 

loannis M. Besieris 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, Virginia 24061 

(Received 17 December 1979; accepted for pUblication 29 February 1980) 

Nth-order multifrequency coherence functions arising in beam propagation through focusing 
media with random-axis misalignments and focusing media with additive statistical fluctuations 
are computed. The analysis is carried out by means of a simple formula which yields exact 
algorithmic solutions to a class of canonical path integrals. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a previous paper,1 referred to in the sequel as Paper I, 
a functional (or path) integral applicable to a broad class of 
randomly perturbed media was constructed for the n th_or_ 
der multifrequency coherence function, a quantity intimate
ly linked to n .h-order pulse statistics. This path integral was 
subsequently carried out explicitly in the case of a nondisper
sive, deterministically homogeneous medium characterized 
by a simplified (quadratic) Kolmogorov spectrum. It is our 
purpose in this paper to lift the restriction of a background 
flat medium. Specifically, we shall compute nth-order multi
frequency coherence functions arising in beam propagation 
through focusing media with random-axis misalignments, 
and focusing media with additive statistical fluctuations. We 
shall carry out this task by means of a simple basic formula 
which allows exact algorithmic evaluations to a class of ca
nonical path integrals. 

Our work in Paper I was based on the stochastic 
Cauchy problem 

i a 
- - r/J(x,z,w;a) 
k az -

i 
= H p (x, - - 'ilx ' z,w;a)t/I(x,z,w;a), 

o - k - -

xER 2, z>O, 

i 
Hop (x, - - 'ilx,z,w;a) 

- k -

r/J(~,O,w;a) = t/lo(~,w). 

(Ua) 

- _1_ 'il~ + V( x,z,w;a), 
2k 2 - -

(LIb) 

(Uc) 

The "Hamiltonian" Hop is a self-adjoint stochastic operator 
depending on a parameter aEA, (A ,F,P) being an underlying 
probability measure space. In addition, win (1.1) denotes the 
radian frequency, k o=.k (ui) the wave number, r/J(~,z,w;a) the 
complex random wavefunction, and V(~,z,w;a), the "poten
tial" field which is assumed to be a real random function. 
The initial condition t/lo(x,w) incorporates all the informa
tion concerning the temporal frequency spectrum and the 
spatial distribution of the source at the initial plane z = O. 

.. , Research supported in part by the Office of Naval Research under con
tract No. NOOOI4-76-C-0056. 

In the course of this work we shall deal explicitly with 
the following two distinct categories of the potential field 
V(~,z,w;a) entering into (Ub): 

(i)V(~,z,w;a) = ~[x - al!(z;a)f, 

(ii)V(~,z,w;a) = ~ x 2 
- !El(~,z;a), 

(1.2a) 

(1.2b) 

where x = lxi, a is a constant, and g is a spatial frequency 
(units: radia~s/meter). The first category corresponds to a 
parabolically focusing medium whose equilibrium axis is 
perturbed via the zero-mean, range-dependent, vector-val
ued, random function l! (z;a); on the other hand, the second 
category represents a medium whose parabolically graded 
deterministic profile is additively perturbed by the zero
mean random function El(x,z;a). The absence of the angular 
frequency w in the right-hand sides of(1.2) signifies that the 
media are assumed to be nondispersive.2 

Besides their generic significance in quantum mechan
ics,3 SchrOdinger-Iike equations ofthe form (1.1) and (1.2) 
playa significant role in plane and beam electromagnetic 
and acoustic wave propagation. They are usually derived 
from a scalar Helmholtz equation within the framework of 
the parabolic (or small-angle) approximation. In this con
text, the complex stochastic parabolic equation (1.1) with 
potentials (i) and (ii) provides a good description of the for
ward propagation of low-order modes in a fiber Iightguide 
having a randomly perturbed parabolically graded refrac
tive index. It can also give some insight into the problem of 
forward propagation oflow-order acoustic modes near an 
idealized, randomly perturbed, underwater, sound channel 
axis. 

The problem under consideration in this paper, that is 
the study of nth-order pulse statistics associated with (1.1) 
and (1.2), can be made more specific as follows: Let 
G (x,x/ ,z,w;a) denote the fundamental solution (referred to 
alte~atively as the propagator) of the stochastic complex 
parabolic equation (1.1). It follows, then, from the discus
sion in Paper I that the examination of pulse propagation in a 
random medium requires knowledge of the nth-order coher
ence functions E ! G(n)(..o!, !/, z,,!:,; a J-at different frequen
cies and different transverse (with respect to z) coordinates. 
Here, the operator E ! . J signifies ensemble averaging, the 
index n is assumed to be an even integer,..o! = (~1' ~2' "', ~n ) 
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eR 2n. X' = (x' I' X' 2.···,x' n)eR 2 n, and 1£ = (WI' w2, "', 
wn)eR n; finally. the nth-order propagators G(n) are defined 
in terms of G as follows: 

nl2 

G(n)(-!. -!', Z. 1£; a) = II G·(~2P'~'2p,z,w2p;a) 
p=l 

X G (:!2P _ I o:!'2p _I ,z,w2p _I ;a). 
(1.3) 

The fundamental solution G (x,x' ,z,w;a) to (1.1) can be 
expressed as a continuous 'function8I-path integral. This can 
be used, in tum, as a basis for constructing a path integral 
representation for the nth-order quantity G(n} (-!.-!' ,z,w;a); 
specifically, G(n} (-!.-!' ,z,I£;a) 

= fd [-! (n ]exp{~ i Sp kp 
2 p= I 

X Edt {5(n-2V[~(t),t,wp;aJ}}, (1.4) 

where d [-! ( t)] = d [:!I( t )]d [:!2( t )].·.d [:!n ( t)] is the usual 
Feymann path differential measure; SP = l,p odd, SP = 1,p 
even; kp = k (wp); and theintegrationisoverallpaths~( t) 
p = 1,2, ... , n, subject to the boundary conditions 

:! p (0) = :!'p,xp :! p (z) = :! p' 

The ensemble-averaged version of the path integral 
(1.4) for potentials (i) and (ii) [cf. Eq. (1.2)] will be evaluated 
in Secs. 3 and 4, respectively. These computations will be 
made on the basis of a simple formula which will be derived 
in the next section. 

2. DERIVATION OF A BASIC FORMULA 
A. Focusing Medium with Random-axis Misalignments: 
First-order Moment 

Consider the stochastic parabolic equation (1.1) with a 
slightly modified potential of type (i) [cf. Eq. (1.2a)], viz., 

i a 
- - t/J(x, z, w; a) 
k az 

- ~2 V2
x t/J(x Z', w; a) +!g2 x2t/J(x, z, w; a) 

2k -- --

- Ff ~'I! (z;a)t/J(:!, z, w; a) + ~Q2 H2(Z; a) 

X t/J(~, z, w; a). (2.1) 

The extra multiplicative factor A. appearing in (2.1) should 
be set equal to unity in order to maintain a correspondence 
between (2.1) and (1.1), with potential (i) given in (1.2a). The 
importance of this factor will be made clear in the sequel. It 
should also be noted that the constant factor "a" incorporat
ed in (1.2a) has been changed to "ii " in (2.1), again for rea
sons which wiJI be explained later on. 

We set as our immediate goal the derivation of an equa
tion for the first moment of the wavefunction ¢'(~,z,w;a). In 
order to carry out this task, we ensemble-average both sides 
of (2.1 ) over the realizations aeA: 

i a 
--E {¢'(x,z,w;a)J 
k az -

1 
= 2k 2 V\ E { ¢'(:!,z.w;a) J + ~X2 E { ¢'(~,z,w;a) J 

- g"-iix·E {H (z;a) t/J(:!,z.w;a) 1 

2115 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 21, No.8, August 1980 

+ Jg2jf E {H 2(z; a)¢'(~,z,w;a)l· (2.2) 

To proceed further, we shall need expressions for the last two 
terms on the right-hand side of (2.2), viz., 

2 

~. E II! (z; a)¢'(~,z,w;a) J = L Xj E {Hj(z;a)¢'(~,z,w;a) J, 
j=1 

(2.3a) 
2 

E IH2(z;a)t/J(~,z,w;a)J = L E IHJ(z; a)tP(~,z,w;a)J, 
j= 1 

(2.3b) 

in terms of the first- and higher-order moments of 
¢'(x,z,w;a). This "closure" problem will be examined next 
fora special class of random functions I! (z; a). 

Let H(z; a) be a zero-mean, wide-sense stationary, 
Gaussian random process with autocovariance tensor 

E I Hj(z; a) Hie (z'; a)1 = rjle (z - z'), j, k = 1,2. 
(2.4) 

It follows, then, from the Donsker-Furutsu-Novikov func
tional formalism4-6 that 

2 iZ 

= L dz' rjle (z - z')E ! 8¢'(~,z,w;a)/ 8HIe (z'; a) I, 
Ie= I 0 

(2.5a) 

E ! H J(z; a)¢'(~,z,w;a) J = rjj (0) E { ¢'(~,z,w; a) I 

2 iZ 

+ L dz'rjle (z-z')E{Hj(z;a) 
Ie= I 0 

X [8¢'(~,z.w;a)/8HIe(z'; a)]J, (2.5b) 

where 8 (.)/8 (.) denotes functional differentiation. 
Unless further restrictions are imposed on the process 

H (z; a), it turns out that the computation of the functional 
derivatives together with the performance of the ensemble 
averaging entering into (2.5) lead to an infinite hierarchy,7 
which, in tum, exhibits the impossibility of "closing" Eq. 
(2.2) for E { t/J(~,z,w;a) J. Closure may be effected by truncat
ing this infinite hierarchy. Such a truncation leads to well
known statistical approximations (e.g., the first-order 
smoothing and the direct-interaction approximation). 

In the following discussion we shall eliminate altogeth
er the aforementioned closure difficulties by restricting the 
process I! (z; a) to be both isotropic and 8-correlated, viz., 

rjle (z - z') = (cr /2)c5j/c8(z - z'), 

where iT is a constant. With this assumption, (2.5a) and 
(2.5b) simplify t08.9 

E {Hiz; a)¢'(~,z,w;a) J 

= (cr/2)E {8¢'(~,z,w;a)/8~(z; all, (2.6a) 

E {HJ(z; a)¢'(~,z,w;a)J = rjj (0) E I ¢'(~,z,w;a) 
+ (cr/2) E {Hj(z; a) [8¢'(~,z,w;a)/8Hj (z; a)]). 

(2.6b) 

The functional derivative 87/J/8Hj required in (2.6) can be 
found from the original stochastic complex parabolic equa
tion (2.1). Omitting intermediate steps, we present here the 
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final result: 

8"'(~z,w;a) 

8Hj (z; a) 

= ikg2axj"'(~z,w;a) - ikAg2 a2Hj (z; a)"'(~z,w;a). 
(2.7) 

Equation (2.7) together with (2.6) result in closed form solu

tions for E { Hj '" J and E {H J '" J in terms of E { '" J. When 
these two expressions are used then in conjunction with (2.3) 
and (2.2), the desired equation for the first statistical mo
ment of", is obtained; specifically, 

k

i ~E{"'(~z,w;a)J = -~2 V2~E{"'(~z,w;a)J 
Jz 2k 

+ Ve (~E {"'(~z,w;a) J, z> 0, (2.8a) 

E {"'(~ 0, w; a) J = "'0 (~ w), (2.8b) 

with the effective potential Ve (~ given as 

Ve(~ = B (A; k; ii) + 1il 2(A; k; ii) x 2, 

where 

(2.8c) 

2 

B(A; k; ii) = !Ag2a2~[1 + ikAg2a2(~/2)]-1 I rjj (0), 
j~ I 

(2.8d) 

il 2(A; k; ii) = g2{1 - ikg2 a2~[ 1 + kAg2(~/4)] 
X [1 + ikAg2a2(~ /2)] -2 J. (2.8e) 

B. The Propagator of Eq. (2.8) 

Let G (~ ~, z, w; a) denote the propagator of the sto
chastic parabolic equation (2.1). It is defined by means of the 
relationship 

"'(~z,w;a) = i, d~ G (~ ~,z, w; a) "'0 (~, w). (2.9) 

Averaging both sides of the last equation gives rise to the 
expression 

E !"'(~z,w;a)J = i, d~ E {G(~~, w; a)J"'o (~, w). 

(2.10) 

The quantity E { G (~ ~, w; a) J in (2.10) is clearly the 
propagator of (2.8). It can be written as a continuous path 
integral, viz., 

E {G (~~, w; a) J = exp[ - ikB (A; k; ii)z] 

X f d Lill-)] exp {ik f dS' [~.r(;) - ~il 2(A; k; ii).r(;)]j, 

(2.11) 

which can be carried out explicitly,1O resulting in the 
expression 

E! G(~~, w; a)J = exp[ - ikB(A; k; ii)z] 

X (kil /21Tisinilz)exp ! (ikil /2sinilz) 

X [(x2 + x'2)cosflz - 4:~] J. 

C. The Propagator of Eq. (2.1) 

The fundamental solution (or propagator) 

(2.12) 

G (x,x',z,w;a) of (2.1) [cf. also the definition in (2.9)] can be 
exPressed as a continuous path integral; specifically, 

2116 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 21, No.8, August 1980 

G(x,x',z,w;a) 

- - = exp{ - ~ k£2a2 f dS' H2( S';a)} 

X f d[~(S')]exp{+ ~k fdS'[~2(S') 
- g2 ~2( 0 + 2gla!! (S';a)·~( S')]). (2.13) 

This path integral can be performed without difficulty II: 

G(~,~',z, w; a) 
= (kg/21Ti singz) 

X exp { (ikg/2 sin gZ)[(X2 + X,2) cos gz - ~.~'] 

+ (ikag2/sin gz) f dS' [~' sin g(z - S') + ~ singS' ] 

.!! (S'; a) - (ika2~ /singz) f dS' f dS" 

X sing(z - S') sin gS"!! (S';a)·!! (S' ';a) 

_(ik£2a2/2) fdS'H2(S';a)J. (2.14) 

D. Basic Formula 

Clearly, the quantity E {G (~~',z,w; a) J obtained by for
mally averaging both sides of (2.14) must be the same with 
the result derived in Sec. 2B [cf. Eq. (2.12)]. This observation 
leads to the following relationship: 

E {exp {(ikag2/singz) f dS' [~' sing(z - S') + ~ singS'] 

.!! (S'; a) - (ika2~ /singz) f dS' 

X f dS" sing(z - S') singS' '!!( S'; a)-!!( S"; a) 

- (ikAgla2/2) f dS' H 2( S'; a)}} 

= (il /21Ti sinilz)( g/21Ti singzy1exp( - ikBz) 

X exp! (kg/2i singz)[(x2 + X,2)cosgz - ~.~'] J 

X exp{ (ikil /2 sinilz)[(x2 + x,2)cosflz - ~.~'] J. 
(2.15) 

It should be noted in connection with formula (2.15) 
that the various constants, as well as x and x', need not be 
those associated with the original set in (2.14). Performing 
the averaging of (2.14) requires finding the H (z; a) that 
makes the argument of the exponential an extremum. This 
!! (z; a), however, does not depend on the specific values of 
quantities such as ~ and ~' which are defined at the end 
points only. Thus, ~ and~' may be any functions of the end
points (within reason), and (2.15) will still hold. 

The above important observation will be used in the 
following two sections in order to compute a series of nth
order multifrequency moments. 

3. FOCUSING MEDIUM WITH RANDOM-AXIS 
MISALIGNMENTS: Mh-ORDER MUL TIFREQUENCY 
MOMENTS 

Substituting the potential field given in (1.2a) into (1.4) 
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we obtain 

G (n)(-!,,!' 02, I!!. ; a) 

= Jd [-!'(t)] exp{l.- i 5p kp r dt [Set) 
2 p=' Jo 

-glx;(O + 2gl~(t)-l!(t; a) - ~a2H2(t; a)]}. 
(3.1) 

This path integral can be carried out explicitly [cf. definition 
(1.3); also, (2.13) and (2.14) with ii-a, A-l]: 

G (n)(.!".! '02, I!!. ; a) 

= (V, tiki) (gl2m' sin gz)"exp{ (ig/2 singz) 

X t Spkp [(x~ +X;2)cosgz- ~.x;] 
p=' 

+ {Uagl/singZ) f dt [(t,spkp~) sing(z - 0 

+ Ct, spkp~ ) Singt) 'l!(t; a) 

- (ia
3g3/singz) Ct, spkp) f dt [ dt' 

X sing(z - t) singt 'I! (t; a)'1! (t ';a) 

- (igla2/2) Ct, spkp) f dt H2(t; a)}}. (3.2) 

In order to evaluate the desired nth-order multifre
queney coherence quantityE ! G(n)(-!'.!,,z,I!!.; a) J from (3.2), 
we must first compute the following statistical average: 

E {exp{(ia~/singZ) f dt r Ct, Spkp5,) sing(z - 0 

+ Ctl spkp~ ) singt ]'1!( t;a) 

- (iagZ singz) Ctl spkp ) f dt f dt' 

Xsing(z - t) singt'l!( t;a).l!(t'; a) 

- (iia2
/2) ttl spkp ) s: dt H2( t; a)}}. (3.3) 

This expression, however, can be brought into a one-to-one 
correspondence with the left-hand side of (2.15) provided 
that the following changes are made in the latter: 

A.-I, (3.4) 
n 

~- I Spkp~, (3.5a) 
p=1 

" 
~'- r spkp~, (3.5b) 

p=' 

ii-a Ctl spkp). (3.6a) 

k-Ctl spkp) -I. (3.6b) 

It follows, therefore, that the statistical average (3.3) is equal 
to the right-hand side of the basic formula (2.15) if x and x' 
are those given in (3.5), and the quantities kB (A;k;ff, -
=:;B '(A;k;ii) and f) (A;k;ii) [ef. Eq. (2.8)] are evaluated at the 
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arguments A., ii, and k given in (3.4) and (3.6). 
We present next the final form of the main result of this 

section: 

E {G (n)(-!,,!, ,z,!}! ; a) I 

= (UI spkp )(g/21Ti singz)" -I(f} /21Ti sinilz) 

X exp( - iB 'z)exP{(if} /2 sinilz) Ctt Spkp)-I 

X {[ Ctl Spkp~ Yl + ttl Spkp~)r} cosilz 

- 2 Ctl Spkp~)- Ctl Sqkq~~)}} 
X exp(ig/2 Singz)( 2 ptt spkp ) -I 

X f i SpSqkpkq [(~ -~ql + (~ -~~f] 
p~lq=1 

X eosgz-2(~ -~qH5 -~~)}. (3.7) 

4. FOCUSING MEDIUM WITH ADDITIVE STATISTICAL 
FLUCTUATIONS: Mh-ORDER MULTI FREQUENCY 
MOMENTS 

Under the influence of the potential field (1.2b), the 
average of (1.4) over the realizations a E A yields the 
expression 
E IG(II) (X,x',z,w ;a)} 

= fd [-!'(t)] expl~ f SP kp 
2 p= I 

X I'd; [~2p (;) -i5 (;)]1 

XE{exp!l.- i Sp kp rd;E1 [~(t),;;a]ll· 
2 p= I Jo 

(4.1) 

To proceed further, we need to specify the structure of 
CI [~( t), t; aJ. If the latter is assumed to be a Gaussian 
random process, the statistical averaging appearing in (4.1) 
can be carried out explicitly, with the result 

II==E[exp{ ~ pt/p kp I'd;EI[~ (t),t;a)lll 

1 n " 
=exp{-- r I Sp Sq kp kq 

8 p =lq=1 

X f d; fd;'r[~ (O~q (t'),t,t']). (4.2) 

where r is the correlation function of the random process E 1 , 

viz., 

r[~( t), ~q (t '),t, t'] 

= EfEI[~ (;), t; aJ€I[~q<t'),t';a]l· (4.3) 

We resort, next, to the usual Markovian approximation 
(cf., also, Paper I, Sec. 3B), i.e., we assume that the process E 1 

is 6'-correlated along the longitudinal direction of propaga
tion. We have, then, in the place of (4.3) 

r[~(t),~ ct'),t,t'] =A [~(t),~q (;')]8ct-t')· 
(4.4) 

Conrad M. Rose and loannis M. Besieris 2117 
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(4.5) 

In many physical problems, the transverse correlation 
A [~(; )~q ( ;)] is homogeneous, isotropic, and of a power
law type (cf. Paper I and references therein), viz., 

A [~ ( ; )~q (;)] 

=A(O){I-+[L 1~(;)-~qa)lr}, (4.6) 

where Lo is a characteristic length, and the parameter P is 
usually within the range 1 <P < 4. 

Even under the restrictive assumptions made so far 
about the statistical characteristics of the random process EI , 

it is impossible to evaluateE { G (n) (X,x' ,z,w ;a) J exactly un
less the parameter P introduced in (4:6) is -equal to 2. For 
values of P different from 2, the most comprehensive contri
bution to the evaluation of nth-order multifrequency coher
ence functions can be found in the recent work by Dashen,12 
wherebyE {G(n)(x,x',z,w ;a)J, withn even, isasymptotical
ly expressible in terns of two-frequency mutual coherence 
functions E{ G(2) (X,x',z,w ;a)J. It should be pointed out, 
however, that, in cOntradistinction to single-frequency mu
tual coherence functions, the exact integration of the two
frequency quantities E {G(2) (X,x',z,w ;a)J still constitutes 
an open problem. The only reCo~rse presently is to rely on 
approximate techniques. An excellent contribution along 
this direction was made recently by Furutsu 13 who examined 
second-order pulse statistics for an initially pulsed planar 
source distribution propagating in a channel devoid of a de
terministic background profile. 

In the following we shall restrict the discussion to the 
case P = 2 (simplified or quadratic Kolmogorov spec
trum.)14 Under this assumption, (4.1) assumes the form 

E {G(n) (!..!',z,,£ ;a) 
1 n n 

= exp! - -A (0)( L L Sp Sq kp kq)zJ 
8 p=lq=1 

X fd [!(;)] exp{~ ptl Sp kp 

X f d; [ 5 ( 0 - g2 ~ (;) 

- !Dqt/qkq [~(;)_~q(O]2]), (4.7) 

where D = A (0)/2Lo 2. With g = 0, this is precisely the path 
integral evaluated in Paper I. It is possible to modify the 
tcchnique developed in that paper so that it can accommo
date the presence of a focusing background profile (g,c:0). 
Instead offollowing such a procedure in this paper, however, 
we shall recast (4.7) in a form which, when used in conjunc
tion with the basic formula (2.15), will yield a solution for 
E ! G(2) (!.-!' ,z,,£ ;a)} in a straightforward manner. 

We begin by expanding the quadratic form entering 
into (4.7) and recombining terms: 
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- ~ pt/p kp { ! D qtl Sq kq [~ (0 - ~q (0 Y} 
i n { i n 

= -2 p?/pkp 2D(qf.ISqkq~(;) 

- ~ D(rtl Sr kr)-I Ltl Sq kq ~q (;)Jl (4.8) 

With this change, (4.7) becomes 

E {G(n) (!.-!',z,,£ ;a)J 

1 n n 

= exp! - -A (0) (L L Sp Sq kp kqz) 
8 p=lq=1 

Xfd [!( ;)] exp {.!-.- i SP kp 
2 p=1 

X f d; [ 5 ( ;) - .f~ (;) 

+ ~ D Ct/rkr) -I Lt/qkq~q(;) rn, (4.9) 

where the complex-valued spatial frequency g is defined as 
follows: 

(4.10) 

We introduce next a fictitious zero-mean, Gaussian, 
vector-valued, real process F (z; a) with autocovariance ten
sor E ! F; (z; a)F j (z'; a)} = (!)5;jc5(z - z'), i,j = 1,2. It is 
well-known in this case that 

f d [-E( ;;a)] exp{i f d; l.( O'-E( ;;a) -! f d ;-E2(;; a)} 

= exp { -! f d;i( ;)}. (4.11) 

With the specific choice 

1.(;)=(D/2)lt2 i Spkp~p(;), 
p=1 

it follows from (4.9) and (4.11) that 

E {G(n)(x,x',z,w; a)} 

,:: e~p F- iA (0) Ctl qtl SpSqkpkq )z} 

(4.12) 

X f d[!(;)] f d[-E(;;a)]P[-E(;;a)] 

Xexp {.!-.- i Spkp r d; [5(;) 
2 p = 1 Jo 

- .f~(;) + 2(D /2)lt2~/ ;)'-E(;; a) n, 
(4.13) 

where P [F (z; a)] is the probability distribution functional of 
the proceSs F (z;a). 

The patlt integral with respect to X ( ;) in (4.13) is iso
morphic to n uncoupled quantum mechanical harmonic os
cillators; it can, therefore, be performed easily. The final re
sult is 

E {G (n)(-!.-!' ,z,~; a) 

= exp { - iA (0) Ctl qtl Spsqkpkq)z} 
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X ((II Spkp) (g/21T i sinjz)"exp{ (i g/2 sin gz) 

X i sqkq [(~; + ~;2) cosgz - ~ q'~;]} 12, (4.14) 
q=1 

where 

12 = E {exp { [i(DI2)1/2/singz f d~ [etl Spkp5) 
X sing(z - n + CtJpkp~p) sing~ ] 
'.f:(~; a) - (iD 12g singz) Ctl Spkp ) 

X f d~ f d~' sing(z -~) sinj~ '.f:(~; a) . .f:(~; a)}} . 

(4.15) 

We are now in a position to use the basic formula de
rived in Sec. 2D. We note that the expression for 12 given 
(4.15) can be brought into a direct correspondence with the 
left-hand side of the basic formula (2.15) by means of the 
following changes: 

A~, 

g-g, 

~- i spkp~p, 
p=1 

~'- i spkp~~, 
p=1 

ii_CD 12)1t2g -2 i spkp' 
p=l 

(4.16a) 

(4.16b) 

(4.16c) 

(4. 16d) 

(4. 16e) 

(4.16f) 

(4.16g) 

As a consequence, the statistical average (4.15) is equal to 
the right-hand side of the basic formula (2.15). In the latter, 
g, x and x' are those given in (4. 16c)-(4. 16e); B must be set 
equal to zero by virtue of (4. 16a); finally, il must be evaluat
ed at the values of -t, u, g, ii, and k specified above. (When 
this is done, one has the simple relationship il-g). 

We present next the solution of the problem under con
sideration in this section: 

E{G(")(!, X',z.~; a)} 

= exp { - kA (O)Ctl qtl SpSqkpkq )z} 
X CU"I spkp )(2 1T/) - "(g/singzY - I (g/singz) 

xexP{(igI2 singz) (2 rtl Srkr) -I ptl qtl SpSqkpkq 

X{[(~p -~q)2+(5 -~;)2Jcosgz-2(~p -~q) 

. (~~ - ~~)}}xexp{(igI2 singz) ttl Srkr)-I 

X {[Ct/pkp~p Y + Ct/pkp~~ Yl cosgz 

- 2 Ctl Spkp~p ) . Ctl Sqkq~'q)}} . 
(4.17) 
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In the absence of a focusing background channel, i.e., g = 0, 
(4.17) coincides with the main result in Paper I [cf. Eq. 
(6.36)]. 

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Our main contribution in this paper is the computation 
of a set of nth-order multifrequency statistical moments 
E {G(n)(!..-!, ,z,~; a)} by means ora simpleformula [cf. Eq. 
(2.15)] which provides straightforward solutions to a class of 
canonical path integrals. Alternative methods for obtaining 
these coherence functions, such as direct evaluation of the 
corresponding path integrals (cf Paper I), or integration of 
the local transport equations satisfied by 
E {G(")(!..-!',z,~; a) J, are more difficult. 

Once the quantities E { G (n)(!..-!, ,z,~; a) J are known, 
physically measurable pulse statistics are contained in the 
nth-order moments given in Eq. (2.11) of Paper I, viz., 

E {ill Ur(~p,z,tp; a)} 
= _1_ ( dw ( dX' E{G(n)(x,x',z,w; a)} F~n)(w) 

(211')" JR" - JR'" - - - - -

Xt/t~")(!',~) exp ttl (- l)5p [wptp - k (Wp)z]}. 

(5.1) 

Here, U (x,z,t; a) is a real field of radiation (acoustic or elec
tromag~etic) whose time Fourier transform Ur(~,z,w; a) is 
linked to the wavefunction t/t(x,z,w; a) [cf. Eq. (1.1)] by the 
relation U (x,z,w; a) = t/t(x,z,w; a) exp[ik (w)z); further
more, F~n)(w) = F~(W2)F),Wl) .. ·F~(wn)Fr(wn -I ), where 
Fr(w) is the temporal spectrum-usually a bandpass func
tion of w-----characterizing the receiver at range z, and 

t/t~")(! ',~) = t/t~(~2,W2)t/tO~I,WJ) 
· .. I/It(~n ,w" )t/to(~" _ I ,w" _ I ), where "'o(~,w) is the initial dis
tribution associated with the stochastic parabolic equation 
(1.1). 

It was demonstrated in Paper I that under very restric
tive assumptions (g = 0, a broadband receiver, i.e., 
F~2)(W)~ 1, and an impulsive planar source intensity), (5.1), 
with n = 2 and X 2 = Xl' can be evaluated exactly. If these 
conditions are relaxed, however, the nth-order moments 
shown in (5.1) can be computed only asymptotically (e.g., by 
the method of steepest descent), or numerically. 
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